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Introduction: While promoting sustainable industrial cluster development using the

circular economy perspective, the increased use of underutilized materials results in

compromised profitability in the cooperative network. The focus is to evaluate the

external financial support required in industrial clusters against specific objectives and

highlight the potential beneficiaries and losers in financial terms because of industrial

symbiosis while closing material loops.

Method: This study provides an agent-based approach to record the system response

based on three case studies to demonstrate the potential cost variations: The first case

is about utilizing only naturally available resources by all the industrial entities and is

taken as a base case. The second case is about targeting the lowest cost for each

product, and the third one provides a sustainable and flexible solution by targeting

the best transformation methods and materials.

Conclusion: The study concludes with valuable insights to identify the economically

compromised entities in an industrial cluster network by considering economic

deviations beyond a critical value. It can help take concrete measures in the

form of incentives or investors subsidies by governmental organizations, regulators,

and policymakers to intervene and stimulate markets through targeted financial

support/policies to the compromised entities. This results in improved materials

loop closing, essentially promoting sustainable production systems in industrial

clusters. Additionally, such financial support/incentives also influence the scarcity

or accumulation of by-products or low-value materials, ultimately improving the

industrial network92s environmental and economic performance.

KEYWORDS

decision support systems, waste materials utilization, industrial ecology, agent based
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1. Introduction

While closing underutilizedmaterial loops, symbiosis as a strategy in industrial clusters plays

a vital role in sustainable industrial development with increased regional economic benefits

(Baldassarre et al., 2019; Laybourn, 2021). However, the restrictions on cooperation andmaterial

exchange among entities strongly impact the collective benefits and resource management.

While closing material loops in an industrial network, a common hurdle is the non-utilization

of waste materials due to the infeasible economic component or high capital cost (Frosch,

1997). The factors contributing to the increased cost include spatially and temporally distributed

under-utilized materials, transformation technology used for a process, and the generation

and handling of hazardous materials, leading to higher product costs. Generally, the collective

contribution of these factors disrupts the economic component among the cooperating entities

exchanging materials.
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Furthermore, depending upon the industrial cluster network

plan, the materials involved therein, and the generation of multiple

types of wastes/emissions at an alarming rate harming nature and

human health, the uncontrolled use of limited natural resources

(raw materials, water, and energy) influences the sustainability

of existing production and consumption systems (OECD, 2007;

UNEP, 2015). Additionally, the enormous amount of generated waste

threatens the integrity of regional ecosystems necessary for human

life (Zommers et al., 2016; UN, 2022). To slow down these impacts,

strategies related to selecting and converting low-value raw materials

through economic manufacturing processes to valuable products are

critical and in line with circular economy (CE) principles. Adopting

sustainable resource management within industrial zones can

alleviate environmental burdens from production andmanufacturing

(Simonis and Ayres, 1995). However, considering external financial

compensation for critical entities closing material loops can catalyze

and promote the CE perspective in industrial cluster networks. In

this study, critical entities refer to those product manufacturing

entities having compromised profitability to the extent that affects

feasibility. While reducing cluster impacts, the first step for financial

intervention would be to find those critical entities that help reduce

material leakages and have compromised economic components.

Ideally, a cooperative industrial cluster network exchanging

information and materials per requirements without any restriction

has the competitive advantage of increased collective economic

benefits. The loop closing through this exchange makes the system

more sustainable overall; however, at the level of an individual entity

striving for sustainability, it may disrupt the economic component,

which limits this cooperation either by affecting the profit or

incurring economic losses. The financial impacts caused by material

exchange beyond an objective-based critical point lead to infeasibility

that needs to be analyzed and compensated by governmental bodies

to promote materials loop closing. The transformation cost of

converting raw materials to finished products and co-products

includes energy and labor, which in return produces by-products

(most likely of lower economic value), waste (zero economic value),

and emissions, which have economic, social, and environmental

impacts. Therefore, it is crucial to analyze the secondary pollution

impacts of further management required for the generated by-

products and their transformation as this impedes the economic

and environmental benefits. Such associated transformations and

underutilized materials management are challenging and affect the

economic component.

The challenging part is the decision to operate a specific material

transformation as a bridge, utilizing materials/residues/by-products

from other entities as inputs and generating by-products for others

to provide a more holistic eco-efficient solution. For a feasible

material transformation to be acceptable, it is crucial to assess

(1) the economic aspect while reducing the waste in terms of

variety, value, and quantity against impacts and (2) the generation

of valuable by-products/waste after analyzing their hazardous/non-

hazardous nature (EPA, 2000; Bourguignon, 2015). Additionally, the

network may cause scarcity/accumulation of underutilized materials

depending on factors such as the input material quality, type,

cost, competition level and market value of the generated wastes,

regional price/demand, transformation techniques or processes

involved therein, and end product’s cost and demand. Therefore,

increasingly considering waste as a resource adds to the vulnerability

to supply chain risks due to these factors. This risk impacts

economic sustainability and therefore needs analysis, optimization,

and technology use (Choi, 2022).

This work contributes to sustainable industrial cluster

development by providing insights to help policymakers and

governmental organizations identify the potential areas where

targeted external financial support is needed. Although external

financial support is one of the most critical aspects for sustainable

materials loop closing, the literature lacks. In this study, the objective

of providing insights for identifying potential areas where targeted

financial support is needed is accomplished by examining the role

of individual industrial entities in the regional clusters for variations

in the cost of manufacturing a product and the resulting quantity

of waste or emissions generated. The methodology presented in

this study can be used to examine the cluster entities holistically to

identify critical stages regarding the affected economic aspect in the

operating phase. Such analysis helps governmental organizations

(1) develop strategies and policies to reduce hurdles in materials

loop closing and (2) provide targeted financial support to promote

material flows for sustainability.

The remaining sections of this article are structured as follows:

after presenting the related work from literature in the “Literature

review” section, the system model and methodology are discussed in

the “Problem description” section, where the proposed approach is

demonstrated to promote sustainable industrial cluster development

by finding the economically compromised entities within industrial

cooperative networks for targeted financial support, and finally,

results are presented in the “Results and discussion” section, before

concluding in the “Conclusion” section.

2. Literature review

Industrial cluster entities that promote the exchange and

use of underutilized materials significantly affect production

systems’ economic and environmental performance (Worrell et al.,

2016; Castiglione et al., 2022). For instance, the economic

and environmental-related benefits derived from exchanges of

water and steam for reuse are illustrated by Brings Jacobsen

(2006), who concluded that IS must be understood in terms

of individual and collective approaches toward the economic

and environmental performance of industrial sustainability. The

collaborative development of various system components can

effectively promote regional economic performance (Feng and Bai,

2021). The role of knowledge coordination strategy and relationship

capacity is explored by Zheng and Jia (2017) using an ABM model,

highlighting implications for IS-promoting agencies. Similarly, the

contribution of information exchange in business making and IS

networks’ economic/environmental performance is illustrated by

Fraccascia and Yazan (2018). The positive contribution of IS in

reducing climatic changes is claimed in a manufacturing cluster by

Daddi et al. (2017) using a life cycle assessment approach.

Moreover, Hu et al. (2020) claimed significant cost savings and

emission reduction while treating wastewater in industrial parks to

reuse organic matter in food wastewater. While studying the facts

about regional economic performance, Porter (2003) indicated that

the strength of local clusters and the level of innovation strongly

influence the performance of regional economies. However, the

strength of local clusters cannot be attained without determining the

critical entities based on the CE perspective to compensate for the
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economic factor supporting the closing of material loops in industrial

clusters. Moreover, Delgado et al. (2014) suggested that industries in a

strong cluster tend to positively affect employment, patenting growth,

and favoring new regional sectors.

Realizing objective-based functional exchanges to favor loop

closing for improving materials value depends on (1) the relative

geographical proximity of other entities (Ghisellini et al., 2016),

(2) by-products type and quantity generated/available in the

network, (3) the optimal selection of drains for underutilized

materials based on end products’ demands and the transformation

cost, to name a few. In addition, for greater efficiency, the

value of the by-products/materials can be improved by adding

value through engaging multiple actors/stakeholders (suppliers,

manufacturers, retailers, and consumers) in the CE value chain

(World Economic Forum, 2019). For instance, Guirlanda et al.

(2021), in the cocoa production chain, aimed to raise production

by adding value to residues such as cocoa honey (∼80% of fruit)

through the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries. Better decisions

about underutilized materials through cooperation in IC enhance

productivity and income. The factors that promote the use of

underutilized materials include (1) the demand for high-quality

products and modern infrastructure availability (Mehdiyeva et al.,

2020); (2) cooperation, collective actions, higher density of clusters,

and higher diversity, which improve the average income level in

clusters (Wardhana et al., 2020b); (3) effects of competitive pressure

from neighboring entities’ economic activity (Wardhana et al.,

2020a); and (4) increase in production through sustainable and

innovative developments.

Regarding tools/techniques for practicing the CE concept

through symbiosis for sustainable industrial development, Yu

et al. (2021) proposed an ABM approach integrating geographic

information systems (GIS) to explore IS for recycling concrete

aggregates to tackle the CE challenge while lacking economic

incentives. Similarly, for optimal design and location of bioeconomic

clusters, multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) integrated with

GIS is used to consider the quantitative analysis of the flow

of resources based on economic input–output analysis (Perez-

Valdes et al., 2019; Nørstebø et al., 2020). For waste material

recycling and exchange decisions, Huang et al. (2020) proposed

a mixed-integer programming method, where the raw material

price and by-product recycling are the two main cost elements

of the waste material. Considering the environmental aspect of a

carbon-constrained industrial network, Bechara and Alnouri (2022)

formulated a mixed integer non-linear program (MINLP) to select

the optimal allocation of the different fuels using source-to-sink

mapping, meeting the mentioned targets. A game model in a textile

cluster aiming to optimize wastewater systems for sustainability

under stringent wastewater discharge limits illustrated the economic

and environmental trade-offs amongst the stakeholders (Lyu et al.,

2021). Generally, in such systems, loss of performance and reliability

concerns are challenging due to economic hotspots with unbalanced

inter-industrial raw materials demands.

For analysis of clusters, the agents/actors of the distributed

method in an ABM cooperate based on some constraints/rules that

reflect the complex system’s evolving nature (Farmer and Foley,

2009). Some example studies that utilize ABM to analyze IS include

understanding the complex interactions in microbial communities

(Koshy-Chenthittayil et al., 2021), coal industrial symbiosis systems

(Wang et al., 2017), the interactions of exchange between manure

suppliers and biogas producers (Yazan et al., 2018), agro-industrial

ecosystems (Huang et al., 2015), and agro-food supply chains

(Taghikhah et al., 2021), to name a few. The agent-based method

can realize potential cooperating entities of an industrial network

to obtain eco-efficient outcomes. For instance, the advantages of an

agent-based method in producing cost-efficient energy futures were

explained by Batten (2009), where sets of entities perform more eco-

efficiently by introducing strategically located clusters of renewables,

low emissions, and distributed generation. Moreover, only a few

studies demonstrated the application of agent-based models at the

life cycle inventory (LCI) stage of life cycle assessment (Davis et al.,

2009;Wu et al., 2017), where the latter addressed temporal and spatial

dynamics. Also, the method was used to model the operation of

eco-industrial parks (Romero and Ruiz, 2013).

From the reviewed articles, only a few research studies

incorporated multi-objective approaches in industrial clusters and

these are even rarer when it comes to (i) investing in the use

of underutilized materials to stimulate economic growth and (ii)

quantitatively evaluating the profitability of industrial entities while

considering symbiosis. To address these gaps in the literature, this

study primarily proposed an agent-based approach for production in

an industrial cluster where the dynamics of underutilized materials

and the product cost under three different cases are considered:

manufacturing using natural resources only, targeting for lowest cost

options, and achieving sustainability through considering multiple

transformation methods. The mentioned cases are considered while

determining sustainably improved sinks to extract near-optimal value

from underutilized intra-cluster industrial materials. The focus is

to provide insights for governmental intervention and policies to

promote closing the materials loop by addressing financial problems.

Due to the unfavorable proportion of broader types of wastes/by-

products, the benefits between any two entities vary in addition

to other management challenges. Therefore, a holistic response

is needed to assess the economic aspect while enhancing better

management of the by-products detrimental to the environment

through information and material exchange among entities. Briefly,

the contributions that differentiate this study from other studies

include the following:

• Investigation of the critical loser entities resulting from IS while

exploiting the underutilizedmaterials going to landfills using the

ABM approach.

• Provide valuable insights for the targeted financial intervention

of governmental agencies to assist the loser entities, to

investigate the level of external economic support needed, and

to promote symbiosis to reduce underutilized materials going

to landfills.

• Based on the above insights, governments can control

the utilization of low-value materials and regulate the

market by imposing taxes or providing subsidies. This can

help provide an improved investment environment while

targeting sustainability.

3. Problem description

In this study, information sharing is used to bring transparency to

industrial by-products management by observing the underutilized

materials in the network. An agent-based approach uses this
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information for material exchange decisions among actors, with

applicability irrespective of size and geographic location achieved by

setting a few parameters according to the geographic region. The

holistic gains of the industrial network may vary from region to

region based on the set parameters. Generally, distributed approaches

are preferred over centralized ones as the latter inversely affect

the scalability and reliability of industrial clusters (Moss, 2007;

Chanfreut et al., 2021). The proposed closed-loop agent-based

system, managed in a grid-like structure, having multiple entities,

is a distributed waste/by-product management approach that deals

with the complexity of waste management by identifying suitable

sources and sinks for materials. As such, it improves materials

management, diverts significant material flows from landfills, and

favors economic and environmental aspects. Each industrial entity

is assigned its agent to exchange information with its immediate

neighbors and to exploit its locality when making decisions. Since

each agent can only exchange information with its neighbors, they

needs multiple information exchanges at specific time instants to

propagate attributes throughout the cluster for a near-optimal state.

Performing only the local exchange of information makes the model

scalable and reliable. Moreover, information exchange would only be

triggered at specific timestamps conditioned to observed change.

In general, production systems are demand-driven, where every

product has an independent demand, thus generating unfavorable

proportions of a wide variety of wastes/by-products. The tendency

to use the waste from other IC entities links multiple products’

production systems in the CE loop/value chain, leading to a finished

product’s dependency upon the preceding generated/collected

underutilized materials in the IC network, introducing uncertainties

in the raw material availability. Uncertainty in the availability of a

specific proportion of raw inputs required to manufacture a specific,

relatively high-value product may become a bottleneck. This inhibits

economies of scale and can be the reason for underutilized material

scarcity/accumulation, which changes the economics of the whole

cluster. The factors influencing the sustainability of IC include

the scarcity or accumulation of raw material/waste, underutilized

material quality, type, cost, market value of the generated wastes,

transformation techniques and processes involved, end product’s

cost, regional price, and demand. Socioeconomic factors and the

response of the regional population to a specific product price in

the CE value chain impact multiple entities in the cluster. All these

factors derail the sustainable transition of materials and increase

the complexity of the model. Even the most optimized systems, if

not analyzed correctly, may accumulate vast amounts of particular

industrial waste that is generally landfilled. Uncertainties in raw

materials availability due to this linking generally reflect low service

levels and therefore affects the profit, leading to infeasibility in the

worst situation. Generally, the service level in such cases can improve

through other possible raw material substitutes and manufacturing

processes that may require additional technical support, adding

an overhead.

It is assumed that each industry produces a single product in the

industrial cluster network and has an agent that shares the attributes,

information, and availability of underutilizedmaterials/resources. An

agent is a communicational and computational entity that acts on

behalf of other autonomous and flexible entities (Wooldridge and

Jennings, 1995). All the agents are considered identical, cooperative,

and at the same level, making the manufacturing cluster scalable

and reliable. Each agent reacts independently based on the actions

FIGURE 1

Overview of the information exchange of an agent with the adjacent

agents.

of others without any higher instance to control these agents.

All agents share node-specific attribute information stored in local

memory, such as wastes/by-products availability and raw materials

requirement of neighbors, which is further propagated elsewhere

through a predefined scheme as indicated in Figure 1. Through

these shared attributes, the common goal for each agent here

is to find suitable sinks. Detection of any change in attribute

values at an entity causes the sharing of attributes. Based on the

shared information processing, appropriate sinks for all underutilized

surplus materials are determined. The word “material” here refers

to natural resources and by-products/wastes, while underutilized

materials are the wastes/by-products generated intra-cluster. The

model can be modified based on implementation, where the

agents can disseminate information either with neighbors, first-tier

suppliers, or all entities in the ICs. The time required to disseminate

critical information to the farthest agent is directly related to

the network size and inversely related to the number of directly

communicating agents affecting the objective.

The consumer demand for a particular product is the driver

for operating entities, and this model uses it as an initiation

trigger for the system. However, the regional demand for a

specific product or its substitute varies and depends on many

factors, such as a society’s socioeconomic conditions, culture, and

living standards. However, for analysis purposes, the probability

distribution for a product’s regional demand can be considered

Gaussian with a fixed mean and variance. While meeting demands,

industrial by-products/wastes are generated, which may become

raw inputs for other industrial products within the cluster. This

connection/dependency of preceding products’ waste to multiple

succeeding products makes it a linked system. Also, the demands

for all products are independent of the wastes/by-products generated,

leading to uncertainties in required raw inputs availability, restricting

economies of scale and causing disruptions in the supply chain.

Each entity deals with the uncertainty by allowing the use of

multiple options of potential inputs and material transformation

processes to produce a product. The reasons for the inclusion of

three different feasible material transformation methods to choose

from when making a product or its substitute are to (1) ascertain

whether the loop is closing for most of the underutilized materials,

(2) improve the economic factor, and (3) tackle the unfavorable

proportions of wastes/by-products generated after fulfilling the end

product market demands. However, depending upon the objective,

the cost/economic component (fixed or variable) of making a
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FIGURE 2

Illustration of a transformation process converting materials into

high-value consumer products.

sustainable finished product at an entity may be disrupted, and

sometimes may become infeasible, requiring external intervention.

Also, the viability and economics of materials flow networksmay vary

from region to region. The equations in the following section indicate

the sustainability-based assessment of a transformation process to

determine the usefulness of transforming materials along the value

paths that support the loop closing in line with the CE.

3.1. Mathematical analyzes for
transformation methods

While optimizing a material flow network (MFN), cost analysis

of the materials exchange among processes and the process itself is

crucial while integrating it into loop-closing strategies in industrial

clusters. Figure 2 represents a generalized transformation process,

transforming multiple input materials into valuable products, by-

products (with a lower market value), and some waste of multiple

types considered to have no market value.

According to the law of conservation of mass, Figure 2 can be

expressed by Equation 1 as follows:

( p
∑

i=1

xi

)

=





q
∑

j=1

ej



+

(

r
∑

k=1

wk

)

+ y (1)

where the left side is the summation of average quantities of

all inputs xi required to produce a unit of output y. The right

side represents the summation of j different average quantities

of emissions ej and average quantities of k different wastes wk.

Furthermore, Equation 1 can be modified in all forms in accordance

with the transformation processes considered to make a particular

product in an entity but must not violate the law. For cost-benefit

analysis and evaluation, only feasible and relatively sustainable

transformations must be shortlisted based on a set of costs where the

value of the inputs is smaller than the product’s value, as given in the

following equation:

( p
∑

i=1

aixi

)

≤





q
∑

j=1

bjej



+

(

r
∑

k=1

ckwk

)

+ y (2)

where ai, bj, and ck represent the sustainability costs based on

the value/usefulness of the inputs, emissions, and waste, respectively.

Every transformation method that converts raw materials to finished

goods has different labor and energy overheads, incorporated into

Equation 2 with regional/global environmental impacts of emissions

and waste. Equation 2 is also applicable and can be modified

according to any transformation process in an entity.

A valuable product can be produced using a combination of raw

materials or equivalent alternates through different transformation

methods, thus incurring different costs. The equivalent alternate

intra-cluster by-products can replace naturally existing raw materials

while closing material loops for possible sustainability enhancement.

Material transformations result in one or more types of wastes/by-

products (solids, liquids, or emissions) that are added to the

environment if not utilized in other industries. Mentioned are the

two illustration cases regarding materials use and competition in

industrial clusters. First, more than one product may compete for

a specific raw material, having independent demands with different

market values and costs. A fixed proportion of input raw materials

is required to produce a particular finished product, where the raw

materials include natural sources and by-products/industrial wastes.

Second, while producing a product or its equivalent alternate, a

specific raw material (natural/waste) may compete with other intra-

cluster materials/substitutes.

3.2. Case description and model

A set of N industrial entities (agents) is given, where each entity

is exchanging information and producing a single unique product

{A1, A2, . . . , AN} using natural resources and industrial wastes

R = {1, . . . , n} available in the region of the industrial cluster.

Initially, the model is set to have abundant natural resources, while all

underutilized materials are zero. The cost of materials is fixed initially

and kept constant throughout the time horizon. For the underutilized

materials, the effects of dynamic cost due to competition among

entities are not considered for simplicity. Fulfilling demands for a

specific period T = {1, . . . , p}, an entity uses only one of the possible

transformation methods among the set J = {1,...,m}. Table 1 provides

all mathematical notations used in this study.

Both materials and transformation processes need to be reviewed

for impacts to enhance sustainability. Sometimes, the transformation

generates hazardous waste; therefore, considering collective impacts

in terms of cost is crucial. For producing a product at an entity,

three sustainable industrial transformation methods are included

with assumed costs for producing a product or its substitute. In

this study, a transformation method may constitute more than

one process. The costs must be adjusted according to whether the

facilities/resources are shared or not. Moreover, this study assumes

that each entity could perform all required processes. Occasionally

when reflecting on the CE perspective while transforming, hazardous

materials are produced, which must be investigated for positive and

negative aspects, with the inclusion of comparatively less hazardous

industrial entities.

However, to avoid switching among transformation methods as

they have overheads, only one among the three is adopted within a

period. For this study, while manufacturing a product at an entity, the

total cost is calculated by Equation 3, which comprises raw materials
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TABLE 1 Mathematical notations used in this study.

Sets

T The set of time periods, T= {1, . . . , p}.

J The set of feasible transformation methods, J= {1, . . . , m}.

R The set of all materials, including natural resources or underutilized

materials, R= {1, . . . , n}.

Parameters

A1hc Inventory holding cost for product A1.

A1M.price The market price of product A1.

A1costj The total cost of a product A1 using the transformation method j,

where j ∈ J.

A1demt Demand for a product A1 in a period t, where t ∈ T.

RMunits The average raw material units needed to produce a specific unit

product.

RMprice Price/unit of raw material at source (joint-stocking facility).

Dsrc→dest Distance of raw materials from the source (joint-stocking facility) to

the destination entity.

Dcost Cost/unit distance per unit of raw material.

Tcost
j Average transformation cost/unit of a finished product using the

transformation method j.

A1w
gen
j,r Generated materials units r while producing a unit of A1 using process

j, where r ∈ R, j ∈ J.

A1wcon
j,r Consumed materials units r, while producing a unit of A1 using

process j, where r ∈ R, j ∈ J.

α The benefit/unit of the waste consumed.

β The cost/unit of waste generated.

γ The cost/unit of loss of opportunity of finished products.

Variables

A1Loot Loss of opportunity for product A1 in a period t, where t ∈ T.

A1
profit
j Profit from producing A1 using the transformation j.

A1
waste_gen
r,j,t Total wastes generated of r units while producing A1 using the method

j in a period t.

A1waste_conr,j,t Total wastes consumed r units while producing A1 using the method j

in a period t.

A1x
prod
t,j Boolean variable selecting transformation j used to produce A1 in a

period t.

A1z
prod
t,j Producing product A1 using the transformation j in a period t.

A1raw_invr,j,t All raw materials inventory at A1.

A1dem_serv
t Demand served for product A1 in a period t.

A1invt Inventory held of product A1 at the end of period t.

+ transportation cost+ transformation/value addition cost, specified

as follows:

A1costj =
(

RMunits × RMprice

)

+ (RMunits × Dsrc→dest × Dcost)

+Tcost
j (3)

where A1costj is a [1 × m] matrix representing the total cost

incurred while producing a unit product A1 for the m methods

from the set J = {1,..., m}. The details of the model formulation are

discussed below.

3.3. Mathematical formulation

For simplicity, only the set of parameters and variables for agent

A1 is used in the description below. The same set of parameters and

variables can be replicated for each agent of the set {A1, A2, . . . ,

AN}. Below is the stated objective function to evaluate and record the

holistic response of the whole cluster. The net objective function value

and the required attribute values must be communicated as per the

scheme with direct neighbors to propagate across the cluster entities,

which are then used to determine the net objective value of the cluster,

as given in the following equation:

X = X1+ X2+ . . . + XN (4)

The entity A1 produces a product named A1, and so on. The

objective value at an individual entity of the cluster is evaluated, as

shown in Equation 5, representing the net gains/benefits at entity A1,

which are then exchanged with the direct neighbors only. Similarly,

X2 are the net gains at entity A2, and so on.

X1 =





m
∑

j=1

A1
profit
j + α ×

n
∑

r=1

m
∑

j=1

p
∑

t=1

A1waste_conr,j,t





−

(

β ×

n
∑

r=1

m
∑

j=1

p
∑

t=1

A1
waste_gen
r,j,t + γ ×

p
∑

t=1

A1Loot +

p
∑

t=1

(

A1invt × A1hc
)

)

(5)

In this equation, the first part represents profit, the second

represents the total waste consumed, the third represents waste

generated, the fourth represents the loss of opportunity cost, and

the last is the inventory holding cost, where A1invt × A1hc is the

total inventory holding cost for product A1 in a period t. Equations

6–18 are the mathematical constraints applied to each industrial

cluster entity. Equations 6 and 7 together indicate how many

units are produced (capped by 500 units/period) using a specific

transformation method adopted from the set in a period at an entity:

(

A1x
prod
t,j = 1

)

=>

(

A1z
prod
t,j ≤ 500

)

∀jǫJ, tǫT (6)

(A1x
prod
t,j = 0) => (A1z

prod
t,j = 0) ∀jǫJ, tǫT (7)

where the A1x
prod
t,j Boolean indicates whether a particular method

is used among the multiple transformation methods.

The total profit earned can be calculated as per the

following equation:

p
∑

t=1

((A1M.price
− A1

cost
j )× A1dem_serv

t ) = A1
profit
j ∀jǫJ (8)

where A1M.price is the assumed market price for product A1 and

is constant. As A1costj , the cost of producing product A1, depends on

the applied transformation method j, the total profit of an entity A1

is evaluated as a product of the summation of profit/unit and served

demands of product A1 over all the periods for each transformation

process j. A1costj is calculated using Equation 3.
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To restrict the model to only one transformation process within

a period, avoiding intra-period switching can be represented in

mathematical form as the summation of the Boolean decision variable

A1x
prod
t,j to≤1 along the j dimension, and can be expressed as follows:

m
∑

j=1

A1x
prod
t,j ≤ 1 ∀tǫT (9)

This inequality nine confirms that, at most, one of the

transformations is valid in a specific period. The restriction of using

one transformation method within a period is to reduce overheads.

Inequality 10 forces the served demand to be less than the summation

of the current production and inventory, brought forward from the

previous period for all the periods:

A1dem_serv
t ≤

m
∑

j=1

A1z
prod
t,j + A1

inventory
t−1 ∀tǫT (10)

Inequality 11 ensures that the demand served in a period cannot

exceed the market demand:

A1dem_serv
t ≤ A1demt ∀tǫT (11)

Equation 12 represents the total waste units generated against the

products produced using a method j in a period t:

A1
waste_gen
r,j,t = A1z

prod
t,j × A1w

gen
j,r ∀rǫR, jǫJ, tǫT (12)

Equation 13 represents the total waste units consumed against the

products produced using a method j in a period t:

A1waste_conr,j,t = A1z
prod
t,j × A1wcon

j,r ∀rǫR, jǫJ, tǫT (13)

Due to the concept of IS and underutilized materials circulation,

the generated wastes can be consumed anywhere in the cluster when

required. In this regard, information and material exchange play

crucial roles while producing the products. Equation 14 keeps track

of the raw materials inventory at A1 in a period p, by relating to the

waste generated and consumed using a method j.

m
∑

j=1

A1raw_invr,j,t−1 +

m
∑

j=1

A1
waste_gen
r,j,t −

m
∑

j=1

A1waste_conr,j,t

=

m
∑

j=1

A1raw_invr,j,t (14)

Inequality 15 ensures that the underutilized materials can be

consumed only when they are available in abundance:

m
∑

j=1

A1raw_invr,j,t−1 +

m
∑

j=1

A1
waste_gen
r,j,t ≥

m
∑

j=1

A1waste_conr,j,t (15)

where
∑m

j=1 A1
raw_inv
r,j,0 = RMinitr and

∑m
j=1 A1

raw_inv
r,j,t ≥ 0 for

Equations 14 and 15.

Finally, Equation 16 tracks the end-product inventory from

period to period by relating to the production in the current period

and the demand served:

A1invt−1 +

m
∑

j=1

A1z
prod
t,j − A1dem_serv

t = A1invt ∀tǫT (16)

Equation 17 ensures that the demand can only be served when

the product is available in the inventory or produced:

A1invt−1 +

m
∑

j=1

A1z
prod
t,j ≥ A1dem_serv

t ∀tǫT (17)

where the initial inventory is A1inv0 = 0 for both Equations 16

and 17.

While we aim to reduce the generated underutilized materials

quantities, the mentioned objective function produces nothing at any

entity in return, which is logical but does not make sense. Therefore,

we set the model to produce at least 50% of the regional demands

locally. The following equation represents the constraint applied in

this regard:

p
∑

t=1

A1dem_serv
t

A1demt

≥ 0.5 (18)

To demonstrate the functionality of the proposed formulation,

demand over the periods was assumed to be Gaussian for the

five products manufactured at five entities in the industrial cluster,

namely, N (500, 40), N (300, 70), N (600, 80), N (450, 90), and N

(400, 100). The production capacity of each product per period is

capped at 500, 450, 700, 650, and 600 units, respectively. The finished

product inventory storage facility is capped at 190, 200, 150, 120, and

100 units, respectively.

4. Results and discussion

For the model’s applicability, various parameters mentioned in

Equation 3 are reasonably assumed to evaluate the total cost of the

product/substitute using the transformation methods J = {1...3} and

raw materials R = {1. . . 11}. The cost using any method is kept

constant over periods T= {1...20} for analysis purposes for each agent

A = [1...5]. As only five agents are considered, they can be arranged

as one agent surrounded by four to share attributes information.

The assumptions regarding the costs of transforming materials and

regional demands for all products are justifiable as they are subjective

and region-dependent. Each entity has only one agent where the

information regarding the material availability and requirements is

recorded and then shared with the neighbors to produce a unique

product. The identical and distributed nature of agents improves

reliability and scalability. Also, for simplicity, the same type of

intra-cluster underutilized materials from any entity are brought

together in a joint stocking facility where the average cost of materials

needs to be determined, as illustrated in Figure 3. Afterwards, as

per requirements from agents, these materials are relocated to the

optimal sinks with a mean sustainable transportation cost evaluated

in Equation 3. Without the joint stocking facility, different sources

incur different costs for the same type of underutilized material.
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FIGURE 3

Illustration of an industrial cluster with entities A1...A5 using a joint stocking facility for intra-cluster underutilized materials.

TABLE 2 Parameters and performance indicators when relying on natural resources only.

Parameters and indicators A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Price/unit in the market (P) 68.5875 49.95 63.675 65.0625 37.575

Average cost/unit at the end of time horizon (C) 45.725 33.3 42.45 43.375 25.05

Demands (Gaussian) N (500, 40) N (300, 70) N (600, 80) N (450, 90) N (400, 100)

Total quantities demand 10,139 6,239 12,273 9,307 8,144

Demands served 10,139 4,835 5,550 7,874 74

Loss of opportunity 0 1,404 6,723 1,433 8,070

Fill rate 1 0.775 0.452 0.846 0.009

Profit % at the end of time horizon (P-C)/C∗100 50 50 50 50 50

TABLE 3 Parameters and performance indicators when targeting lowest cost options.

Parameters and indicators A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Price/unit in the market (P) 68.59 49.95 63.68 65.06 37.58

Average cost/unit at the end of time horizon (C) 38.51 33.30 42.45 38.33 15.47

Demands (Gaussian) N (500,40) N(300,70) N(600,80) N(450,90) N(400,100)

Total quantities demand 10,139 6,239 12,273 9,307 8,144

Demands served 2,437 6,188 10,861 1,826 4,466

Loss of opportunity 7,702 51 1,412 7,481 3,678

Fill rate 0.240 0.992 0.885 0.196 0.548

Profit % at the end of time horizon (P-C)/C∗100 78.11 50.00 50.00 69.74 142.89

To begin with, the system was initialized as no underutilized

materials existed at any of the entities, and the natural resources were

abundant. Afterwards, every agent keeps track of modifications in

attributes according to the requirements of the transformations while

fulfilling product demands. The costs for three best transformation

methods to manufacture a product at an entity are assumed

for analysis purposes based on a sustainability criteria by the

governmental organizations based on the limitations of emissions

with economical factors and standards of living considerations. Each

feasible method utilizes natural resources or underutilizedmaterial or

their combinations in specific proportions for producing products of

comparable qualities to enhance the CE perspective while considering

the economic aspect. Switching to a relatively better transformation

method at an entity is subject to the abundance of the concerned
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TABLE 4 Parameters and performance indicators when targeting sustainability using multiple transformation techniques.

Parameters and indicators A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

Price/unit in the market (P) 68.59 49.95 63.68 65.06 37.58

Average cost/unit at the end of time horizon (C) 41.30 33.30 52.17 47.03 26.74

Demands (Gaussian) N (500, 40) N (300, 70) N (600, 80) N (450, 90) N (400, 100)

Total quantities demand 10,139 6,239 12,273 9,307 8,144

Demands served 10,139 6,188 10,861 9,054 8,125

Loss of opportunity 0 51 1,412 253 19

Fill rate 1 0.992 0.885 0.973 0.998

Profit % at the end of time horizon (P-C)/C∗100 66.065 50.000 22.061 38.344 40.521

FIGURE 4

Intra-cluster materials status using natural resources as a feedstock only.

underutilized materials availability to fulfill a product’s regional

demand for a specific period. No storage capacities are capped for

materials in order to observe the actual model response based on an

objective regarding accumulated/less competitive materials.

Allowing multiple transformation possibilities for a product or

its substitute at each entity promotes the usage of the underutilized

materials and therefore improves sustainability, which is evident

from the results in this section. Also, considering different possible

raw inputs in the feasible transformations for manufacturing a

specific product or its substitutes can support selecting better

raw materials and suppliers. Moreover, this improves the overall

industrial cluster performance and fill rate. Three scenarios, namely,

targeting natural resource utilization, the lowest cost option,

and choosing sustainable options among multiple transformation

methods, are considered for demonstration purposes, where the

applied objective function is the same for all three cases. It is

worth mentioning that the choice among transformation methods

and enough available input materials or substitutes are vital to

increase the resilience. In addition, the proactive nature of waste

utilization as soon as it is generated and the uncertainty of

the availability of enough raw materials all together control the

transformational switching.

The performance or response of the model for all scenarios is

elaborated on below, based on the produced low-value materials or
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FIGURE 5

Intra-cluster materials’ status over the time horizon, when using the lowest cost transformation technique (both underutilized materials and natural

resources as feedstock are feasible).

waste, loss of opportunity, fill rate, and average profit percentage

returned from an industry in the cluster, which can support

governmental agencies to regulate markets by providing targeted

financial support while promoting the CE perspective in an

industrial cluster.

Tables 2–4 illustrates details of performance indicators against

assumed parameters at the end of time horizon for specific objectives

elaborated in the following subsections at each entity.

4.1. When using natural resources only

In this study, the entities of the industrial system target the

manufacture of products from natural resources only, causing their

depletion without caring for the type and quantity of waste generated

from any entities; therefore, the underutilized materials accumulate,

as indicated in Figure 4. Also, a compromise on fill rate is observed for

some products, for example, A3 and A5 are severely affected, while

A2 and A4 are mildly affected. This case is considered a base case,

where the consumers’ demand for multiple products or substitutes is

fulfilled irrespective of waste generation or consumption and profit

consideration. The waste storage facility is not capped anywhere

to observe the actual response of the model for approximating

product cost convergence by the end of the time horizon. The

response recorded in Figure 4 is that when there is no dependency

on other producers for underutilized materials. It is noteworthy to

mention that, in this scenario, the manufacturing cost of the end

product may be more or less than the cost of producing using

underutilized materials when evaluated using Equation 3. Generally,

in an eco-industrial system, industrial entities tend more toward

using natural resources; therefore, this is considered a business-

as-usual case (Aggestam et al., 2021). It is assumed that every

entity earns a fixed 50% of the cost incurred as profit when

manufacturing a unit product utilizing natural resources, referred

to as the price/unit in the market and denoted as P. The maximum

value of the fill rate can reach one, which indicates fulfillment of all

the requirements.

4.2. Targeting the lowest costs irrespective
of waste generated (maximum profit case)

Every individual entity here independently strives for the lowest

total cost evaluated according to Equation 3. Figure 5 indicates

the model’s response without switching among transformation

methods options and considering waste accumulation. In this

study, the production of the lowest cost product is independent

of the type of material used as feedstock; therefore, the possibility

exists of using underutilized materials generated in intra-clusters,

along with their possible combinations for manufacturing a
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FIGURE 6

Details of cost convergence over the time horizon with the choice among the three transformation methods.

product. The underutilized materials may accumulate or become

scarce. Therefore, while targeting the lowest cost option, the

dependency on underutilized raw inputs is at the preceding stages

of the material flow network, which badly affects the fill rate

and therefore compromises profit. Also, being demand-driven,

sometimes, due to less demand, the underutilized material

accumulates, and loops cannot be closed. Moreover, while

producing products with less cost from wastes/by-products,

sometimes the demand is not fulfilled due to the scarcity of

underutilized materials. Although the percentage profits are all

improved in this case, the fill rate is badly affected except for

product A2.

4.3. Targeting flexible solutions using
multiple transformation methods

Unlike the two scenarios above, switching to a relatively better

way of making a product, depending on the objective, is allowed as

soon as enough of the required underutilized materials are available

to manufacture against demands in a period. The costs of utilizing

materials are evaluated as per Equation 3. The underutilizedmaterials

availability depends on the other preceding product demands in

the materials flow network, leading to uncertainty in the cost and

availability of underutilized materials. The proposed model targets

the maximum profit and waste utilization in the industrial network.
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FIGURE 7

Response to the status of all materials in the cluster while targeting sustainability under multiple methods.

An increase in the costs per unit of individual products is evident

from the results while balancing profit and the maximum use of

underutilized materials from other entities. In this study, the fill

rate and the profit percentages are highest but at the cost of higher

CAPEX due to multiple transformation methods for manufacturing

a product from natural sources or intra-cluster by-products. The

use of numerous transformation methods favors the fill rate, and

frequent switching among the transformation methods helps avoid

the accumulation of underutilized materials. The results indicate a

relatively better balance between the profit, loss of opportunity, and

underutilized materials while ensuring the highest fill rate. In terms

of profitability, the results suggest that A3 is the most compromised,

while A4 and A5 are mildly compromised economic entities (<50%:

profit compared with the base case); therefore, external financing is

required according to the compromise observed. In contrast, product

A1 generates high profits. Furthermore, the combined gain of all

entities in a holistic sense is also reduced to a great extent. Such

insights can help governmental organizations to tax and subsidize for

regulating the market.

Since the model uses multiple transformation options while

targeting sustainability in the industrial cluster, Figure 6 indicates the

variations in the cost of all five products in the industrial cluster, when

allowing the use of three distinct feasible transformation methods

for producing each product or its equivalent substitute. The cost

convergence to a specific value after a few periods and the stability

afterwards are valuable to investors and governments in predicting

critical economic entities and assessing the effects of cost and product

price for taking improved decisions. Furthermore, adopting the most

expensive methods is crucial for some entities to (1) avoid material

accumulation, increasing the average cost per unit product and, as

such, converging to higher costs at the end of the time horizon; and

(2) generate by-product materials that are highly valuable to another

entity within the cluster. Hence, the optimized cluster approaches opt

for the expensive manufacturing mode at some entities and, as such,

affect the economic component. However, this profit compromise

leads to a much higher profit for another entity in the cluster.

The material trends in Figures 4, 5, and 7 indicate uncertainty

regarding the availability of rawmaterials and their competition level,

providing valuable insights to managers and operators. Collectively,

it is evident that effective utilization of by-products reduces the

dependency on natural resources as input materials. A higher positive

slope indicates rapid materials accumulation, and a higher negative

slope indicates rapid depletion of materials. Furthermore, the scarcity

of required underutilized material forces entities to adopt expensive

materials and productionmethods in later periods, which impacts the

average cost of some products produced within the cluster. In some

scenarios, large amounts of waste accumulation are due to a lower

waste utilization rate or high demand fluctuations of the preceding

and succeeding product along the material flow network.

Generally, sustainable systems lead to improved ecology, but the

end products may cost relatively more as they may need higher

CAPEX or OPEX. Most often, while striving for sustainability,
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governments impose taxes on wastes/emissions producers, increasing

product costs, affecting purchasing power, and eventually causing

a low standard of living. Being part of market competition shifts

the tendency to produce relatively low-cost products that may

compromise quality or may have shorter lifetimes. Such taxes

may influence the waste generation and utilization of by-products,

providing a short-term solution to tackle climate change. When

a solution compromises durability/quality, in the long term, this

urges producers to produce more, which means the generation of

more waste/emissions; therefore, the system may perform poorly

in terms of sustainability. A better solution would be to explore

more options for using underutilized materials. In addition, from

region to region, the source and choice of raw materials vary, which

implicitly concerns the viability of products or substitutes and the

transformation processes to be applied. When closing the feasible

connecting links based on CE, multiple factors must be considered

to assess how a process or value addition affects sustainability.

5. Limitations

The limitation of this model is the cooperation through extensive

communication mechanisms to share critical information with other

entities, which is risky, and therefore, businesses usually do not agree.

Also, moving the available intra-cluster raw materials based on type

and quantity to suitable sinks may disrupt the financial benefits

for some entities. Moreover, uncertainties regarding the continuous

supply of enough raw materials due to the CE-based linked system

may disrupt the supply chain. Furthermore, the customers must use

an equivalent product substitute produced in the region instead of

importing from other regions, affecting sustainability. Also, in this

model, the dynamic cost variation for the underutilized materials

is not considered based on competition level. The product cost in

this model for each transformation method is considered constant

throughout the time horizon; however, in practice, it may vary from

period to period due to raw materials and transportation costs. For

analysis to observe the convergence of cost, it is applicable.

6. Conclusion

In this study, the economic aspect of an individual entity in

an industrial cluster is investigated, as its evaluation plays the most

significant role in encouraging investors to promote sustainable

development. This study aims to provide valuable insights into an

industrial cluster’s complex, linked entities to help progressively

modify the cluster based on raw material availability and the

assessment of economic impacts while closing material loops.

Although, in practice, opportunities utilizing the generated wastes

exist, regulating them through specific sustainability objectives from a

CE perspective with incentives/financial support for investors, which

is a must for maximum value extraction, lacks. Moreover, this aspect

is highly neglected in the literature; therefore, this study aims to close

the materials loop by addressing this aspect.

While targeting sustainability, the agent-based approach applied

in this study helps identify the economically compromised entities

due to any of the interdependent factors in an industrial

manufacturing network. The provided insights can help evaluate

the required level of financial support to enhance ecological

efficiency based on the design of the cluster and the assessment of

regional demands for a product based on intra-cluster raw materials

availability. As such, identifying economically compromised entities

using the presented approach is of value to governmental

organizations, operators, and regulators for the arrangement

of targeted financial support to incentivize investors, especially

when enhancing sustainability and adapting to varying regional

demands from adjacent industrial networks due to socioeconomic

factors. Moreover, governments may intervene, where needed, by

imposing taxes or providing subsidies to stimulate and regulate

the price competitiveness of markets. Furthermore, this study

also indicates that governmental financial intervention can play

a vital role in improving the sustainability of industrial parks.

Finally, promoting underutilized materials utilization through such

an external intervention will also help preserve regional ecosystems

and reduce the potentially unexpected environmental impacts of

industrial production.

From an application perspective, besides the discussed scenarios,

this approach is equally applicable to utilizing both technical and

biological materials, irrespective of the region, which can be achieved

through appropriate adjustments of the parameters in the presented

model.
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